APPLICATIONS:
“See” in the most turbid waters
Inspection
Mine Identification
Hull and Berth Sweeps
Search and Recovery
Completely Autonomous

IDENTIFICATION
FREQUENCY:

1.8 MHz

DETECTION
FREQUENCY:

1.1 MHz

DEPTH RATING:

100m

The Next Generation in Clarity
With simple thumb controls for power, range, zoom and record,
the DIDSON DH makes it easy to capture near-video-quality
images, even in the most turbid waters.
Switching between the 1.1 MHz and the 1.8 MHz frequencies,
users can find their targets and get the details they need. A
mask mounted display with color SVGA resolution that updates
up to 15 frames per second makes real-time work fast, easy and
accurate. With battery life of three hours and an optional cable
that allows topside viewing and power input, the DIDSON DH is
ideal for teams conducting hull and berth sweeps, underwater
inspection, and search and recovery.

FEATURES:
Thumb controls for power,
range, zoom and record

PositiveIdentification
Identification of a Manta Mine
Positive
of a Manta Mine

8 GB of memory for a
minimum of four hours
of recording
Mask mounted display with
color SVGA resolution
Can be mounted on
a platform or shaft
Sensors for compass heading, roll, pitch and depth
Founded in 2002, Sound Metrics
Corporation is one of the first
manufacturers of high resolution
imaging sonars. These units are used
in virtually every marine industry
by some of the most recognized
companies around the world. In
addition to being the technological
leader in image quality, Sound Metrics
has built a reputation for support and
for innovative solutions around their
customers’ applications.
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OPERATING
FREQUENCY

BEAMWIDTH

NUMBER OF BEAMS
PHYSICAL/DISPLAYED

IDENTIFICATION
MODE

1.8 MHz

0.3H by 14V

96/480

DETECTION
MODE

1.1 MHz

0.6H by 14V

48/240

DH

MAX FRAME
RATE

FIELD
OF VIEW

POWER
CONSUMPTION

WEIGHT
(AIR)

WEIGHT
(WATER)

DIMENSIONS

15 FRAMES/S

29°

30 W
(12-36 Vdc)

10.1 kg

NEUTRAL

43x20x17 cm
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